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GROOMING 
As the fashion and entertainment industries currently focus 
on the men’s market, this class will give you the confidence 
and knowledge to take advantage of the billions of dollars 
men spend annually on their grooming needs. This 2-day 
class focuses on the different lengths you need to master 
for a men’s clientele: long, medium, and fashionable short 
clipper work. We will create multiple looks and build your 
professional skills and passion for the men’s market.

February 22–23 ..................Costa Mesa, CA

May 17–18 .................................... Dallas, TX 

August 9–10 ......................Pleasant Hill, CA

November 8–9 ........................ St. Louis, MO



3-DAY CONTEMPORARY CUTTING FOUNDATIONS 
Experience the soul of haircutting and discover the foundations for combining and 
creating cuts your guests will love. Improve your skills at your own pace, one haircut at 
a time, using our unique approach. This 3-day class introduces a new level of artistic 
inspiration and explores the haircutting “hows and whys.”
March 15–17 ............................................................... McLean, VA
June 28–30 .............................................................. Las Vegas, NV
September 13–15 .....................................................San Jose, CA
December 6–8 .............................................................Houston, TX

3-DAY CONTEMPORARY CUT AND COLOR FOUNDATIONS 
Discover the language and discipline that the masters use every day. Strengthen 
your salon work by learning cutting theory, design principles, and skills. This 3-day 
combination class also features color theory and techniques to enhance your cutting 
shapes with the ideal color, turning your cut and color into a relationship to create an 
overall look of beauty.
June 7–9 ....................................................................... Chicago, IL

5-DAY CONTEMPORARY CUTTING FOUNDATIONS AND  
ACCELERATED CUTTING EVOLUTION
This in-depth course expands the foundational principles of technique, shape, and body 
position through evolutionary methods of cutting, freehand cutting, and razor cutting. 
Reinforce your new skills with 5 days of intensive, hands-on practice, and take them to a 
new level!
April 19–23 ............................................................Costa Mesa, CA
November 8–12 ............................................................Orlando, FL

3-DAY ACCELERATED CUTTING EVOLUTION
How can you expand your perspective of haircutting? After the information gained in 
Contemporary Cutting Foundations comes an abundance of creativity. This innovative 
3-day class expands the possibilities of your originality, creativity, and imagination as 
you learn the hair theory — not specific haircuts — to develop the skills for building a 
financially rewarding future.
June 28–30 ...................................................................Orlando, FL
October 25–27 ................................................ Sherman Oaks, CA

3-DAY ACCELERATED CUT AND COLOR EVOLUTION
After learning the foundations of shape and color, step into the world of creativity and 
discover new cut and color ideas that combine shapes and designs into original salon-
ready styles. In this 3-day class, experience the next level of color exploration, learn to 
enhance your cutting techniques using dimensional color placement, and connect cut 
and color more visually and for easier salon application.
July 26–28 .................................................................... Chicago, IL
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3-DAY CONTEMPORARY COLOR FOUNDATIONS 
In this 3-day, hands-on class, you’ll experience beautiful, fun, salon-friendly 
techniques as you build a strong foundation for a successful color business. 
Come play with us and discover the primary components for achieving 
consistently fabulous color and then adapting those foundations to keep your 
techniques forever fashion-forward.
February 22–24 .............................................................. Austin, TX
May 17–19 ................................................................... McLean, VA
October 11–13 .....................................................Costa Mesa, CA

3-DAY CONTEMPORARY CUT AND COLOR 
FOUNDATIONS 
We all have heroes we want to emulate. In Contemporary Cut and Color 
Foundations, you’ll discover the language and discipline that the masters 
use every day to work miracles. Strengthen your salon work by learning the 
cutting theory, design principles, and skills that lead to consistency. This 3-day 
combination class also features color theory and techniques to enhance your 
cutting shapes with the ideal color, turning your cut and color into a relationship 
that creates an overall look of beauty. Join us for this 3-day class, and leave with 
the inspiration, confidence, and foundational skills to make you a more profitable 
professional in today’s modern salon.
June 7–9 ....................................................................... Chicago, IL

3-DAY ACCELERATED COLOR EVOLUTION
Take your business to the next level by exploring the unlimited possibilities of 
dimensional color. Becoming an expert in color placement lets you create a 
harmonious partnership and limitless opportunities between cut and color. In 
this 3-day, hands-on workshop inspired by your own creativity, you’ll create a 
personalized color technique from conception to finished design and gain the 
tools to become a leader in today’s color climate. You’ll also develop quick, 
male-compatible techniques that entice male guests to enjoy color.
April 19–21 ....................................................................Orlando, FL
August 16–18 .................................................. Sherman Oaks, CA

3-DAY ACCELERATED CUT AND COLOR EVOLUTION
After learning the foundations of shape and color, step into the world of 
creativity and discover new cut and color ideas that combine shapes and 
designs into original salon-ready styles. In this 3-day class, experience the 
next level of color exploration, learn to enhance your cutting techniques using 
dimensional color placement, and connect cut and color more visually and for 
easier salon application.
July 26–28 .................................................................... Chicago, IL
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2-DAY LONG HAIR
If you can imagine it, you can style it! This exciting and comprehensive long 
hair design course gives you what you need to meet all of your guests’ style 
requests, whether it’s for high-fashion, wedding, prom, or everyday styling.  
Develop your talent, knowledge, and confidence to create classic, fashion- 
forward, and editorial upstyle designs. In this 2-day training, you will learn 
the principles and foundations of long hairstyling, and, because the designs 
are performed on doll heads, you can take them home to reinvent, redesign, 
and recreate the styles you learn and more.d more.

February 22–23 ........................... Sherman Oaks, CA
July 19–20 .................................................. Austin, TX
October 4–5............................................. McLean, VA
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3-DAY MAKEUP 
Advanced Academy makeup delivers artistic inspiration. 
This course features:
•  Wedding, vintage, and trend inspirations
• Neutral and dramatic eye techniques
• Brow techniques
• Creating the classic 1940s
• Lash Lab — Beyond reality
•  Transforming the classic eye into a fabulous runway look
• Expanding your creative style
• Photo breakdown
• Demonstration and workshop
June 28–30 ...................................... Pleasant Hill, CA
August 1–3 ...................................................Reno, NV
November 1–3 ............................................ Austin, TX

MUSE BEAUTY.PRO PRESENTS KETT 
AIRBRUSH WORKSHOPS

KETT AIRBRUSH — LEVEL 1 
This interactive 1-day workshop focuses on developing 
basic makeup skills and the fundamentals of airbrushing. 
Learn to use professional airbrush equipment and a 
combination of traditional makeup and modern airbrush 
techniques for photography, film, stage, and HD 
makeup. Basic makeup skills are required. 

KETT AIRBRUSH — LEVEL 2 
This advanced 1-day workshop is designed to 
build upon your airbrush makeup skills. Master 
the control of the airbrush, perfect the details, and 
create precision eye shadow design. Learn how 
to translate your work from face chart to service guest 
and use classic makeup and new advanced airbrush 
techniques to create the perfect 3-D, HD-ready makeup. 
Basic airbrush skills are required.

LEVEL 1

May 31 ............................................... Fayetteville, AR
June 1 .......................................................... Tulsa, OK
June 8 .......................................................Newark, DE
June 22 .....................................................Orlando, FL
June 23 .......................................................Tampa, FL
July 13 ...................................................Memphis, TN
July 19 ...................................................... Denver, CO
July 20 .......................................................Fresno, CA
July 27 ................................................. Pittsburgh, PA
August 10 ................................................... Austin, TX
August 16 ............................................. Temecula, CA
September 21 .....................................San Diego, CA
November 9 .............................................Danbury, CT
November 16 ................................. Schenectady, NY

LEVEL 2
August 13 .................................................... Tulsa, OK
September 14 ...........................................Fresno, CA
October 5 ............................................ Pittsburgh, PA
October 11 ...............................................Orlando, FL
October 12 .................................................Tampa, FL
November 22 ........................................... Denver, CO



ENROLL ONLINE!
WWW.PAULMITCHELL.EDU 

FOR COURSE DESCRIPTIONS, TUITION COSTS, HOTEL, AND TRAVEL INFORMATION, 
VISIT OUR WEBSITE OR CONTACT 

THE ADVANCED ACADEMY AT: 1.877.903.5375

E-mail: AdvancedAcademy@PaulMitchell.edu 
 Write to: Paul Mitchell Advanced Education 
 9756 S. Sandy Parkway, Sandy, UT 84070


